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introduction

umnuxtmessures how different the terms in that column
are among themselves.For example, in a “complete” comparison the column cust is the number of pairs of sequences
which differ in that column, as represented in (a) in the figure below,in which every vertex (sequence) is compared to
every other.

Multiple alignment of macromolecular sequences, an important topic of algorithmic research for at least 25 years
113, lo], generalizes the compsrison of just two sequences
which have diverged through the local processes of insertion, deletion and substitution. Recently there has been
much interest in gene-order sequenceswhich diverge through
non-local genome rearrangement processessuch as inversion
(or reversal) and transposition (reviewed in [15] ch.7, [9], [S]
ch. 19 and 131).What would be the analog of multiple alignment under these models of divergence? In this introduction
we tit review some formulations of multiple alignment and
show which have counterparts in multiple rearrangement.
We then discuss the difiiculties inherent in edit-distance formulations of multiple rearrangement, referring to relevant
work, and argue for a potentially simpler approach based
on “breakpoint analysis”.
1.1

Multiple

&7k*

sequence alignment

The gosl of multiple sequence alignment is to align the terms
of N sequences into a number of relatively homogeneous
columns through the judicious insertion of one or more null
terms, or gaps, between consecutive terms in some or all of
the s&&c&,
as in the following figure, so as to 0:
an objective cost function.
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The analogy with genome rearrangement

A key difference between sequence comparison and geneorder comparison is that in the former, algorithms try to
identify corresponding terms in the two sequences being
compared and the number of divergence steps then falls out
directly, whereas in the latter the correspondence (i.e. alignment) is given and it is the number of steps which must be
calculated.
Thus version (a) of the multiple alignment problem has
no analog in gene-order rearangement, since there is nothing
to optimize once the pairwise distances are given. On the
other hand, in versions (b) and (c) of the problem, there
is something to optimize, namely the ancestral gene orders
represented by the white dots. This is the focus of this
article.

In the simplest case>this objective is just the sum of column costs across all columns of the alignment. Each col‘Centre de recherches mathknatiques,
6128 Succursale Centre-tille,
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Another definition of colur& cost depends on a &en phylogenetic tree, as in (b) in the free, in which the leaves
are the data sequences and the internal nodes (open dots)
are hypothetical ancestral sequencesreconstructed by some
method from the contemporary sequences. Both data and
reconstructed sequences must be aligned and the column
cost is just the number of tree branches where the sequences
at the two ends have different elements in the column. A
special case of the tree-based comparison is the “consensus”
comparison, represented in (c), where there is just one reconstructed sequence.
There are many other formulations of the problem which
we will not discuss, e.g. the column cost may be N - M,
where M is the number of occurrences of the most frequent
term in a column.
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1.3

Difficulties

determine a breakpoint in A. We define @(A, B) to be the
number of breakpoints in A. This is clearly equal to the
number of breakpoints in B.
The number of breakpoints between two genomesis not
only the most general measure of genomic distance, requiring no assumptions about the mechanisms of genomic evolution (inversion versus transposition versus translocation)
underlying the data, but it is also the easiest to calculate.
In addition, it has proven relations to the edit distances;
e.g. half the number of breakpoints is a lower bound on the
reversal distance.

and a solution

There have been a number of investigations of phylogeny
based on the algorithmic comparison of gene order within a
number of genomes, using painvise comparisons followed by
&stance mctrizmethods (e.g. [12]). However, treeing methods which involve the optimal reconstruction of gene order
at sncestral nodes [7,14] have been little used becauseof the
computational difficulty in generalising measuresof genomic
distance to more than two genomes. Caprara has recently
shown that the most promising csse, reversal distance for
only three signed permutations, is NP-hard [4]. In [3] and
[l] we argued that

2.1

(i) this computational diiculty - there are no algorithms
guaranteeing exact solutions for even three relatively short
genomes- together with
(ii) umvarranted sssumptions ss to the relative importance of different rearrangement events implicit in genome
distances such as minim= reversal distance, minimum transposition distance, minimum translocation distance and even
distances combiing these (cf [2]), ss well as
(iii) the fallacy that calculation of an edit distance allows the recoverability of the “true” history of genomic divergence - in fsct, the severe non-tiqueness of the optimal edit path for moderate or large gene-order distances
has much worse (i.e. non-local) consequencesthan with the
clsssicsl multiple alignment problem, and
(iv) the bias in simulations, where calculation of genome
distance severely underestimates the actual number of events
generating moderate or large gene-order differences,

Our simulations will involve directed, or oriented, genomes;
we assume we know the strandedness, or direction of transcription, of each gene in each genome in the data set. In
this csse, the notion of breakpoint must be modified to take
into account the polarity of the two genes [3]. If gh represents the order of two genes in one genome, then if another
genome contains gh or -h - g there is no breakpoint involved. However, between gh and hg there is a breakpoint,
similarly between gh and -g - h, g - h, -gh, h - g or -hg.
Adjacency is no longer commutative.
2.2

Breakpoint

Tree-based multiple

genome rearrangement

The problem is formulated as follows: Let T=(V,E) be an
unrooted tree with N 13 leaves and C = {gr, - - -, gn} be a
set of genes. Suppose (VI, - -. , VN} C V(T) are the leaves
of the tree and {V&I,-.-,
VL}, where N < L 5 2N - 2,
are the internal vertices of the tree. The data consist, *for
each leafvi,i = 1,.--, N, of a circular permutation G’ =
9: - - - gi of the genes in C, representing the genome of a
contempor q species. The task is to find the permutations
GN+I , - - - , G associated with the internal (ancestral) verticesV~+l,---,V~,suc.hthat

all militate in favour of extending gene-order comparisons to
three or more genomesthrough a much simpler and modelfree metric. In this paper we suggest the number of breakpoints as just such a metric. We show how breakpoint analysis addressesall four of these problems.
In the Section 2 we define this measure for unoriented
and oriented genomes, and set up the analogy to multiple
alignment modes (b) snd (c) above. In Section 3 we review
how (c), consensus-based multiple rearrsn gement, can be
solved exactly through reduction to a not-unwieldy version
of the ‘IYavelling Salesman Problem, as proposed in [3]. In
Section 4, we use this exact solution applied to simulated
data to show how the problem of non-uniqueness is attenuated with increasing nmbers of data genomes. In Section
5, we report how (b), tree-based multiple alignment, can be
achieved to a great degree of accuracy by decomposing the
tree into a number of overlapping 3-stars centred on the nonterminal nodes, and solving the consensus-basedproblem
iteratively for these nodes until convergence. The accuracy
depends on very careful initializations at the non-terminal
nodes, as assessedthrough simulation in [l]. In Section 6
we investigate non-uniqueness by means of simulation and
accurate heuristics again, this time focusing on the effect of
the position of the node in the tree in terms of path length
to the terminal vertices
2

Oriented genomes

is minimized.
2.3

Binary tree- versus consensus-based multiple
genome rearrangement

We will concentrate on two extreme cases: that of completely resolved, or binary, trees, where L = 2N - 2 and all
non-terminal nodes are of degree 3; and that of completely
unresolved trees, or “stars”, where L = N +l and the single
non-terminal node has degree N.
3

Consensus-based rearrangement

Though all these breakpoint-based multiple rearrangement
problems seemNP-hard, as reported for N = 3 by Pe’er and
Shamir [8], for moderate n they are tractable, since they
may be reduced to a number of interconnected instances
of the Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). In the case of
consensus-basedrearrangement, the solution, involving just
one TSP, is globally optimal.
We define I’ to be the complete graph whose vertices are
the elements of C. For each edge gh in E(P), let u@h) be
the number of times g and h are adjacent in the N data
genomes. Set w(gh) = N - u@h). Then the solution to
TSP on (I’, w) traces out an optimal genome S on C, since

analysis

Consider two genomes A = al...un
and B = bl...b,
on
the same set of genes (91, _. . ,gn}. We say c.r and ai+l are
adjacent in A. We also consider that 01 is adjacent to the
genome %&art” and a, is adjacent to the “end”. For circular
genomes, it suflices to consider that cr, and (~1are adjacent.
If two genes g and h are adjacent in A but not in B, they
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if g and h are adjacent in S, but not in VI, for example, then
they form a breakpoint in S.
For oriented genomes, the reduction of the median problem to TSP must be somewhat different to take into account that the median genome contains g or -g but not
both Let P be a complete graph with vertices V(I’) =
gn}. For each edge gh in E(P), let
(-9R,---,-gl,gl,--.,
a(#) be the number of times -g and h are adjacent in
the N data genomes and u@h) = N - u@h), if g # -h.
If g = -h, we simply set ul(gh) = -2, where 2 is large
enough to assure that a minimum weight cycle must contain the edge -99.
Proposition:
If s = ~1, -sr, sa, -ss ,-.-,Sn, -sn is the so
lution of the TSP on (I’,u), then the median is given by
S=s1s2...sn.

ghEs

Thus S minbbe~ CE,

@(S,vl,) iE s is of minimal weight.

4 The unkpeness of the consensus
The reduction to TSP allows us to obtain global solutions
for moderates*%zedproblems in reasonable time - typically
5 seconds for reconstructing the consensus of three or more
scrambled genomes with 20 genes, on an Origin 200 computer with a RISC 10000 processor- This enables us to undertake systematic simulation studies. To assessthe uniqueness of the solutions to the problem as a function of the number of genomes simultaneously resrranged, we constructed
N genomes, each by applying a number R of random reversals to a common ancestor (1,2, - - - ,20), and then solved
the consensus problem (Each reversal reverses the order of
a number of consecutive terms, and also changes the sign of
each of these terms. It adds at most two new breakpoints.
We used reversals not because we privilege them as a model
of biological evolution but simply as a convenient way of
scrambling permutations-)
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Distance between optimal soIutions for a N-star

results by permuting the labels of the 20 genes. We repeated
each example with 10 different gene labelling.We compared
sll 10 solutions obtained by averaging their pairwise distances (i.e. the number of breakpoints between the two solution genomes). For each value of N between 2 and 16, and
each value of R between 1 and 12, we repeated the experiment for 10 different examples, and averaged their results,
running the programme 100 times - 10 examples times 10
gene labellings per example.
The figure above shows the results of these experiments.
We note first that the curves for large R are systematically
‘worse” than those for low fl; the more scrambled are the
data genomes, the less likely they are to have a unique consensus.
More interesting perhaps, is the rapid, almost linear,
decrease in non-unicity for each R as the number of data
genomes increases. For 15 branches or more, there seems
to be a unique consensus, no matter how large R is. And
inallcsses examined, this consensus order was none other
than (1,2,--- ,20). Of course, for larger genomes, we could
expect a larger cut-off point.

5

Binary tree-based rearrangement

A general method for the inference of ancestral genomes on
a fixed binary tree is the iterative improvement method of
[ll], as adapted for the genomics context in [14,5]. Each of
the N-2 internal vertices, together with its three neighbors,
defines a 3star. The solution to the tree-based multiple rearrangement problem will have a reconstructed genome associated with each such vertex, which must be a solution
to the consensusbased problem determined by these neighbors.
The strategy is to start with an initial tree where some
genome is assigned to each internal genome, then to improve one of these ancestral genomes at a time by solving
the consensus problem for the 3-star consisting of its immediate neighbours (the “median problem”), iterating across
the tree until convergence. Of course, there is no guarantee that convergence will occur at a global optimum. The
following algorithm formalizes this approach.
algorithm optimizetreo
input G=,---,GN
initialize each of GN+r Y---YG2N-2 to some genome.
wstcco
routine iteratemedian
output GN+l, - - - , G2N-2
routine iteratemedian
while C = &Vj,--cT)

a(@, d)

< cost,

wstcc

do fori=N+l,--2N-2
G’ cmedian(GsL, Gj, G’), where vh, Vj, Vk
are the three neighbors of yd
xc (h,j,k) @(G’s c> < C{h,j,k) @(G’sc)
G’tG’
endif
enddo
endwhile
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Though the TSP software we used (CHurwitz’ tsp-solve)
only produces one result, we were able to search for other

The median routine is just the solution of the wnsensusbased rearrangement problem for 3 genomes, based on the
reduction to the TSP in Section 3.
The main factor in directing convergence towards a global
optimum is the how the initialization is carried out. We

b
”

We again used genomes of size 20 and generated trees
containing a total of B breakpoints over all their edges. We
applied methods (5), (6) and (7) of Section 5 to calculate
the multiple rearrangement for each tree. When at least
two heuristics found the same total cc& (which happened
at least 70% of the time, even for highly divergent data), we
calculated the distances between the genomesreconstructed
by each method at each internal node.
This experiment was repeated 10 times (and the results
averaged) for es& value of B between 40 and 230. The
results appear in the following figure:
DktamI?betweenoptbnal solutions
h

can identity at least six distinct approaches to initialization,
which can be grouped into three levels of increasing likelihood that they fall into the domain of attraction of a global
optimum. Thus each internal genome can be assigned
“arbitrarily”,
(1) a fixed, arbitrary permutation, e.g.(1,2, f - - , n), or
(2) a different random permutation
“reasonably”,
(3) the permutation representing a nearest data genome, or
(4) the consensus of three nearest data genomes
“with much effort”,
(5) by setting up and solving an initial TSF’ at each internal node, where the edge-weights are calculated by dynamic
programming, minimidng the number of times a given adjacency has to be created or disrupted within the tree to be
present or absent, respectively, at that node [l], or
(6) by setting up and solving an initial TSP at each internal
node, where the edge-weights are the average of the corresponding edge-weights at the three neighbouring nodes,
found by solving a system of linear equations [l].
In addition, for the “ressonable” and “much effort” modes,
all internal nodes can be initialized “recklessly, i.e. at
once, or they can be initialized “cautiously”, i.e. one at a
time, starting with any internal node with two terminal node
neighboum. Once it is initialized, it is treated as a terminal
node as the initialization proceeds, and its two neighbours
are disregarded.
In [l], we investigated methods (4),(5) and (6) above,
the latter two incorporating the “cautious” approach. Siiulations on trees generating seven to fifteen 20- and 30-gene
data genomes showed that ‘much effort” paid off with one
to two percent better results (i.e. fewer breakpoints over
the entire tree) for moderate to highly divergent data The
dynamic progr ammming approach (5) led to better results
than method (6) for moderately divergent data while the
latter was superior for highly divergent data, approaching
randomness, in each case by about one half of one percent.
In addition, we found that once the number of breakpoints generated per tree branch reached about half the
number of genes, underestimation began to be manifested,
rapidly worsening so that when the number of breakpoints
per branch reached two thirds the mmrber of genes, this
number was underestimated by about 30%.

The results of these simulations indicate that multiple solutions for peripheral nodes are relatively close to each other
for low and moderate divergence. But with 10 breakpoints
per branch, on an average, somewhat more than 200 breakpoints in all, multiple solutions could be non-negligibly far
from each other - about 7 breakpoints between them on
the average. The situation is progressively worse as we get
deeper into the tree, so that there are considerably more
breakpoints (around 15) between two solutions for the central genome than between two neighbouring nodes on the
tree.
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Uniqueness in tree-based rearrangement
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Conclusions.

Our previous work has established the feasibility of breakpoint analysis as a method of multiple genome rearrangement [3] compared to the difficulties in edit distance-based
approaches, and assessedthe relative reliability of various
heuristics in achieving a global optimum [l]. To feasibility and reliablity, we add here the study of accuracy of genomic reconstruction, in terms of an analysis if the multiplicity of equivalent local minima and the breakpoint diitances
amonet them. Non-uniqueness remains a major consideration in genomic reconstruction, but we would conjecture
that this is less of a problem in breakpoint analysis than
with other approaches.
An important assumption in this work has been the fixed
set of genespresent in the data genomes. This is unrealistic
in many contexts, but relaxing it makes multiple rearrangement and genomic reconstruction, much more diicult 131.

In our investigation of multiple optima in reconstructed genomes, we simulated genomic rearrangement in the tree:
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